**UNAMIR FORCE HQ**

**OUTGOING FAXMILE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TO: ANNAN, UNATIONS, NEW YORK</th>
<th>FROM: J.-R. BOCH-BOCH, SRSG, UNAMIR, KIGALI, RWANDA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INFO: SITUATION CENTRE, DPKO; NEW YORK</td>
<td>FAX: 00 1 (212) 963 9053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAX: (250) 84265</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SUBJECT:** DAILY SITREP 250600E JAN TO 260600E JAN 94.

**NUMBER OF PAGES, INCLUDING THIS COVER:** FOUR

DIRECT MIX 195

1. PLEASE FIND ATTACHED THE DAILY SITREP MENTIONED ABOVE.

2. REGARDS.
SOLUTION IN THE CND CAMP BY THESE PEOPLE WILL BE SENT OUT AND PUT UNDER THE PROTECTION OF THE GENDARMERIE WITH UNCIVPOL MONITORING.

B. SECTORS.

(1) KIGALI. CCXO SEC KIGALI HAD A MEETING WITH THE HOME MINISTER OF RWANDA ABOUT THE PROHIBITION OF DEMONSTRATIONS ON WITHIN 1.5 KM FROM THE CND COMPOUND. CONDUCTED VEHICLE AND FOOT PTL IN KIGALI CITY IN ORDER TO ENSURE KIGALI WEAPONS SECURED AREA. ESTABLISHED 6 CHECK POINTS AT DIFFERENT PLACES IN KNGA. PROVIDED 2 UNMO ESCORTS TO GENDARMERIE, 2 FOR RPF, 1 FOR RFMR CAMP AND 1 TO TANZANIAN BORDER. ALSO PROVIDED ARMED ESCORTS FOR THE PRIME MINISTER, RPF AND UNDP. SECURED THE LOCATION OF THE RPF BATTALION IN KIGALI CITY, THE PREMATURE, FORCE HQ AND SEC HQ AND PROVIDED SECURITY TO THE AIRPORT OP KIGALI. DURING THE NIGHT ASSURED PROTECTION FOR THE PRIME MINISTER, THE RFMG MINISTER DESIGNATE, THE PRESIDENT OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT AND FIVE OPPOSITION MINISTERS, AND TO THE RESIDENCE OF SRSB.

(2) BMZ. RGF SOLDIERS INTENDED LOOTING SHOPS AT RUHENGENDI BECAUSE OF NOT BEING SERVED WITH BEANS IN THEIR MEALS. THE SUPPLIERS CLAIM THAT THEY HAVE NOT BEEN PAID FOR THEIR SERVICES SINCE A LONG TIME AND THEY REFUSE FURTHER SUPPLY. PROVIDED ESCORT TO IAR FOR FOOD DISTRIBUTION AND MEDICAL CARE FOR CHILDREN AT RWANKURA AND RANZA. ALSO MONITORED THE FOOD DISTRIBUTION FROM IAR AT ZAMUGALI AND WAS GIVEN TO 4,200 REFUGEES.

C. MILOR. ESCORTED RPF TO XULIREI. ONE UNMO TEAM WAS SENT TO THE TANZANIAN/Rwandian BORDER FOR ESCORT OF APC/TRACTor CONVOY FROM MAR EN BALEMA. MEETING WAS HELD BETWEEN MILOR RGF PEACE TEAM AND UN RGF. A PROGRAM WAS AGREED UPON TO START AN OFFICIAL FOCUS OF THE RGF ZONE. RGF AGREED ALSO ON THE LOCATION OF MILOR HQ AT RUHENGENDI AND BUTARE.

D. UNCMUR. THE SITUATION IN THE UNCMUR AREA IS CALM. UGANDA IS OBSERVING LIBERATION DAY TODAY 26 JAN. IT SEEMS THAT LUBIRIZI/KASHEreira AREA IS CONFIRMED AS A CROSSING POINT FOR REFUGEES. A GROUP OF REFUGEES, ABOUT 20 PEOPLE WITH APPROXIMATELY 200 COWS CROSS THE BORDER AT KASHEZIRE TO RWANDA AT 25/12/15 JAN. IT CAME OUT FROM DISCUSSION THAT THIS PEOPLE CAME FROM THE REFUGEE CAMP LOCATED AT MBARARA CARRYING PERMISSION CERTIFICATE FROM MBARARA AUTHORITY. ANOTHER GROUP OF 10 TO 15 REFUGEES CROSS THE BORDER AROUND 15.00 HRS WITH APPROXIMATELY 100 TO 150 COWS AND WITH LOT OF LUHANGAES THROUGH LBIRIZI AND KASHEZIRE. NO INFO REGARDING THEIR LOCATION OR ORIGIN COULD CONFIRM. SPECIAL PTL WAS CONDUCTED TO FIND A PROPER PLACE FOR A SECOND REPEATER STATION FOR COMMUNICATIONS IN THE UNCMUR AREA. TOTAL 6 VEHICLES CROSSED THE BORDER AT GATUNGA. TWO OP
IV. UNICEF

V. HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES. ICRC RESTARTED FOOD DISTRIBUTION AT NGARAMA (BASE MURAMBI) AND AT RUTONGO/ NYACYUNGA/MURAMBO (BASE KIGALI NORTH).

VI. CIVIL AFFAIRS. NTR.

VII. LOGISTICS. A SECOND BATCH OF VEHICLES ARRIVED FROM DAR ES SALAAM. THEY ARE IN VERY BAD STATE AND LOTS OF THINGS ARE MISSING. APC/TRUCK CONVOY CROSSED TANZANIAN/RwandAN BORDER AND IS EXPECTED TODAY AT KIGALI.

VIII. MISCELLANEOUS. NTR.